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cells rather than of lepra cells. If this is recognized, the tuberculoid cases can 
bl' classified as neural without invalidating the basic distinction of types set 

up by the conference. 

As for the distinction ' between " leprous" and "leprotic," Hayashi's com
ment is not without reason. However, it is to be understood that the conference 
sought to establi sh a single convenient word to designate the kind of lesion 
characteristic of the cutaneous type of the disease. "Lepromatous," a word 
which is a bit awkward, might be thought too technical for general acceptance. 
Purthermore, it might be thought applicable only to lesions of such size or 
character as to be tumor-like, as are seen only in the more advanced stages of 
the condition. However, it is actually applicable to any stage or degree of 
the morbid process indicated, and as , it is the more definite and specific it may 
be found desirable in practice to . use lepromatous instead of leprotic, 

'.) ST. GEORGE 
To the EDITOR: 

The foll?wing facts arc related in rcply to the inquiry of a 
colleague, which you referred to me, concerning the significance of 
St. George, represented in the medallion adopted as the official in
signium of '1ilie International Leprosy Association. 

I 

Saint George was considered the patron saint of lepers in the 
Middle Ages' 'ilnd the Knights of St. George were those who did 
most for the care of them in that period. 'l'he shield in question 
I prepared from an old German painting which is in the Bergen 
Museum, to serve as the badge of the Second International Leprosy 
Conference, held in Bergen in 1909. As I was the general secretary 
of that conference and had to arrange all such matters, I was respon
sible for that badge and take it that I had certain rights in it. Those 
rights I waived in favor of the International Leprosy Association 
at the meeting of the' General Council held in London early in 1932. 

Thc drawing is, of course, symbolic. The winged dragon repre
sents leprosy which St. George, representing medical science, is try
ing to slay with his lance. 'rhe result of the combat is not yet finally 
settled; the dragon is not dead but is still offering resistance. It 
must not be forgotten, however, that the greater part of Europe, in 
which leprosy had been prevalent for a long time, had conquered 
the disease by the end of the Middle Ages. And even though the 
rest of the world may not be' rid of the affliction quickly or easily, 
we have hope that science will some day 'succeed in doing that. That 
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is, and should be, our aim and expectation; any combat which is 
started without hope of victory is doomed from the outset to failure. 

Bergen H. P. LIE 

Norway. 

NEED OF LITERATURE IN RUSSIA 

'1'0 the EDITOR: 
Medical research workers in Russia are greatly handicapped by 

the difficulty of obtaining literature from other parts of the world. 
Since my return from the leprosy asylum in Vladivostok I have main
tained interest in leprosy work, and at present am engaged in study
ing the problems of early diagnosis, as well as of treatment. How
ever, though some of my friends have kindly supplied me with reprints 
of their articles, I have not been able to keep in touch with the work 
in many places, especially North and South America and India. It 
would be appreciated if this note could be brought to the attention 
of the readers of the I NTERNA'fIONAL JOURNAL, in the hope that they 
will be so good as to send us reprints of their reports. 
Tropical Institute N. ·F. PAVLOFF 

Pogodinsky 10 

Moscow, 48, U.S.S.R. 

"AN ACCIDENTAL INJURY" 
[The following comment on the question published under the 

heading above, in the last issue of the JOURNAL, was received too late 
to be included in that issue.] 

From Dr. E. Muir, recently of the School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta: 

All the recent study of leprosy goes to show that the great majority of 
the serious leprosy infections are contracted in the earliest years, young children 
being much more susceptible than adults. When infection does occur in healthy 
adults it is practically always of a very mild type and is easily got rid of by 
treatment. There are probably large numbers of people who are frequently in· 
f ected but do not develop the disease ; and there is reason to believe that small 
infections tend to increase immunity, as in tuberculosis. Had I been consulted 
after the inquirer had pricked his finger I should have advised oral suction and 
the application of a little iodine, and that nothing more be thought about it. 
As drastic measures have already been taken, there is absolutely no danger what· 
ever and I should not advise any further treatment. Had the inquirer pricked 
his finger in operating on a case of tuberculosis he probably would not have taken 
the precaution of excising a piece of skin. I can say definitely that danger 
from the leprosy organism is even less than that from that of tuberculosis 
in this respect. 


